Channeling and stress during fluid and suspension flow in self-affine fractures.
The flow of fluids and particulate suspensions in realistic models of geological fractures is investigated by lattice Boltzmann numerical simulations. The walls are synthetic self-affine fractal surfaces combined to produce a tight fracture, the fluid is a viscous Newtonian liquid, and the particles are rigid noncolloidal solid spheres. One focus is channeling phenomena, where we compare the fracture aperture, the preferred paths for fluid flow, and the preferred paths for suspended particles. The preferred paths are found to be somewhat similar for pure fluid and particulates and not immediately related to the fracture aperture map. We further investigate the (tensor) stress exerted on the fracture walls. Wall roughness tends to decrease stress by reducing the flow velocities adjacent to it, an effect enhanced by the presence of particulates. Last, we examine the stress probability distributions and their spatial correlation functions.